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ExoskeletonsExoskeletons

k l• HAND EXERCISER: An arm exoskeleton 
developed by a group at the University of 
Salford, in Manchester, England, helps users in 
rehabilitation exercises.

MASTER CONTROL: Researchers at the Korea• MASTER CONTROL: Researchers at the Korea 
Institute of Science and Technology, in Seoul, 
created an exoskeleton master arm that can 

l h id b 'control a humanoid robot's arms

• BIONIC BODY: HAL-5 developed at the• BIONIC BODY: HAL 5, developed at the 
University of Tsukuba, Japan, is a powered 
robotic suit that can help elderly and disabled 
people walk and carry thingspeople walk and carry things.



Exoskeletons

• VIRTUAL TOUCH: L-EXOS, developed at the 
S l S i S t'A i Pi It l iScuola Superiore Sant'Anna, in Pisa, Italy, is an 
arm and hand exoskeleton that can be used 
for human interaction with virtual 
environments. 

• AIR POWER: A pneumatic exoskeleton• AIR POWER: A pneumatic exoskeleton 
developed at the Kanagawa Institute of 
Technology, in Atsugi, Japan, allows Akiko 
Mi hihi fit t i t h ld 20Michihisa, a fitness trainer, to hold a 20-
kilogram barbell without getting tired.

• POWERED LEGS: Robotics company Sarcos 
Research Corp., in Salt Lake City, built a lower-
body exoskeleton to help soldiers carrybody exoskeleton to help soldiers carry 
heavier loads.





Robot for RehabilitationRobot for Rehabilitation







Fish toy using EAPFish toy using EAP
• It’s only a $100 toy—an aquarium of swimming y y q g

robotic fish developed by the Eamex Corporation 
in Osaka, Japan. 
Wh t k it k bl i th t th b i htl• What makes it remarkable is that the brightly 
colored plastic fish propelling themselves through 
the water in a fair imitation of life do not contain 
mechanical parts: no motors, no drive shafts, no 
gears, not even a battery. 

d h fi h i b h i l i i d• Instead the fish swim because their plastic innards 
flex back and forth, seemingly of their own 
volition. volition. 

• They are the first commercial products based on a 
new generation of improved electroactive 
polymers (EAPs), plastics that move in response 
to electricity. 



Artificial muscle?Artificial muscle?

F d d i h b ild i• For decades, engineers who build actuators, or motion-
generating devices, have sought an artificial equivalent of 
musclemuscle.

• Simply by changing their length in response to nerve 
stimulation, muscles can exert controlled amounts of forcestimulation, muscles can exert controlled amounts of force 
sufficient to blink an eyelid or hoist a barbell. 

• Muscles also exhibit the property of scale invariance: their p p y
mechanism works equally efficiently at all sizes, which is why 
fundamentally the same muscle tissue powers both insects and 
l helephants. 

• Something like muscle might therefore be useful in driving 
de ices for hich b ilding tin electric motors is not easildevices for which building tiny electric motors is not easily 
accomplished. 



Arm wrestling between human and robots

EAP h ld i f b i th tifi i l l f th f t• EAPs hold promise for becoming the artificial muscles of the future. 
Investigators are already ambitiously working on EAP-based 
alternatives to many of today’s technologies. And they aren’t afraid y y g y
to pit their creations against nature’s. 

• A few years ago several individuals, including Yoseph Bar-Cohen, 
i h i ti t t th J t P l i L b t (JPL) ia senior research scientist at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in 

Pasadena, Calif., posted a challenge to the ‘electroactive polymer’ 
research community to drum up interest in the field: a race to build y p
the first EAP-driven robotic arm that could beat a human arm-
wrestler one on one.
L t th b hi f t b idi h i• Later, they began searching for sponsors to subsidize a cash prize 
for the winner. 







Spring Rolls snakes and robot armsSpring Rolls, snakes and robot arms

• POLYMERS THAT EXPAND in response to electricity make possible 
roll actuators that extend—or bend—on command. Engineers first 
roll up two layers of dielectric elastomer sheet (laminated on both p y (
sides with flexible electrodes) into compact cylinders. 

• Often the film materials are wrapped around a compressed 
helical spring that holds a high circumferential pre strain on thehelical spring that holds a high circumferential pre-strain on the 
films, thereby enhancing device performance. 

• So-called spring rolls can serve in many applications, such as 
actuators for robotic and prosthetic mechanisms, valves and 
pumps, and wherever simple linear motion is required.

• To date, roll actuators have produced up to 30 newtons of forceTo date, roll actuators have produced up to 30 newtons of force 
(about 6.6 pounds), linear displacements (strokes) up to about 
two centimeters and cyclic speeds of more than 50 hertz. To 
increase the mechanical output the technology can be scaled upincrease the mechanical output, the technology can be scaled up, 
or multiple actuators can be placed in series or in parallel.





Spring Rolls snakes and robot armsSpring Rolls, snakes and robot arms

• Relatively simple modifications can yield devices that bend on 
command. Researchers spray specially patterned electrodes onto 
the dielectric elastomer film in such a fashion that the roll 
incorporates two independently energized actuators on either 
side (split lengthwise).( p g )

• If only the left half receives voltage, the right one inhibits the 
resulting motion and causes the device to bend toward the right. 
If only the right half is activated the roll bends left If both halvesIf only the right half is activated, the roll bends left. If both halves 
are energized, the roll extends. 

• More complicated arrays of independent electrodes can create 
more complex motion. Applications for bending rolls include 
snakelike robots and manipulators, steerable catheters and 
endoscopes, legged robots, and pointing mechanisms for p , gg , p g
antennas.



Application of dielectric elastomersApplication of dielectric elastomers

B di ll T ki h b i i ll i• Bending rolls. Taking the same basic spring roll, engineers can 
connect electrodes to create two or more distinct, individually 
addressed sections around the circumference. 

• Electrically activating that section makes its side of the roll extend, 
so the entire roll bends away from that side. 
Mechanisms based on this design could engage in complicated• Mechanisms based on this design could engage in complicated 
motions that would be difficult to accomplish using conventional 
motors, gears and linkages. 

• Possible uses would be in steerable medical catheters and in so-
called snake robots. 



Application of dielectric elastomersApplication of dielectric elastomers

• Loudspeakers. Stretch a dielectric elastomer film over a frame 
that has an aperture in it Expanding and contracting rapidlythat has an aperture in it. Expanding and contracting rapidly 
according to the applied voltage signal, the diaphragm will then 
emit sound. 

• This configuration can yield a lightweight, inexpensive flat-panel 
speaker, whose vibrating medium is both the driver and sound-
generating panel. Current designs offer good performance in the ge e at g pa e . Cu e t des g s o e good pe o a ce t e
mid- and high-frequency ranges. 

• The speaker configuration has not yet been optimized as a 
woofer although no ob stacle prevents it from operating well atwoofer, although no obstacle prevents it from operating well at 
low frequencies. 





Application of dielectric elastomersApplication of dielectric elastomers

P Th d i f di l i l di h i• Pumps. The design of a dielectric elastomer diaphragm pump is 
analogous to that of a low-frequency loudspeaker to which 
engineers have added a fluid chamber and two one-way check 
valves to control the flow of liquid. 

• Artificial muscles are well suited to powering microfluidic pumps, 
for example on the lab-on-a-chip devices prized by medicine andfor example, on the lab on a chip devices prized by medicine and 
industry. 



Application of dielectric elastomersApplication of dielectric elastomers

• Surface texturing and smart surfaces. If the polymers are 
imprinted with patterns of electrodes, arrays of dots or shapes 
can be raised on a surface on demandcan be raised on a surface on demand. 

• This technology might find use as an active camouflage fabric 
that can change its reflectance as desired or as a mechanism for 
making “riblets” that improve the aerodynamic drag characteris-







Application of dielectric elastomersApplication of dielectric elastomers

P A i b h i l f• Power generators. Again, because these materials act as soft 
capacitors, variable-capacitance power generators and energy 
harvesters can be built from them. 

• DARPA and the U.S. Army funded development of a heel-strike 
generator, a portable energy source that soldiers and others in 
the field could use to power electronic devices in place ofthe field could use to power elec tronic devices in place of 
batteries. An average-size person taking a step each second can 
produce about a watt of power using a device now under 
developmentdevelopment. 

• Von Guggenberg says this concept has caught the interest of 
footwear companies. The devices could similarly be attached to 
backpack straps or car-suspension components. In principle, this 
approach could also be applied to wave generators or wind-
power devices. p



What is a Wearable Computer?p

• A wearable computer is a computer that is subsumed into the 
personal space of the user, controlled by the user, and has both p p , y ,
operational and interactional constancy, i.e. is always on and always 
accessible. 

• Most notably it is a device that is always with the user and into which• Most notably, it is a device that is always with the user, and into which 
the user can always enter commands and execute a set of such 
entered commands, and in which the user can do so while walking 

d d i th ti itiaround or doing other activities. 
• The most salient aspect of computers, in general, (whether wearable 

or not) is their reconfigurability and their generality, e.g. that their ) g y g y, g
function can be made to vary widely, depending on the instructions 
provided for program execution. 



What is a Wearable Computer?What is a Wearable Computer?
• The wearable computer is more than just a 

wristwatch or regular eyeglasses: it has the full 
functionality of a computer system but in 
addition to being a fully featured computer, it is g y p ,
also inextricably intertwined with the wearer. 

• This is what sets the wearable computer apart 
from other wearable devices such asfrom other wearable devices such as 
wristwatches, regular eyeglasses, wearable radios, 
etc.. 

• Unlike these other wearable devices that are not 
programmable (reconfigurable), the wearable 
computer is as reconfigurable as the familiar p g
desktop or mainframe computer. 

• Wearable computing will now be formally 
defined in terms of its three basic modes ofdefined in terms of its three basic modes of 
operation and its six fundamental attributes. 



The legend of wearable computersg p

• The first device that would fit the modern-day image of a wearableThe first device that would fit the modern day image of a wearable 
computer was constructed in 1961 by the mathematician Edward O. 
Thorp, better known as the inventor of the theory of card-counting for 
blackjack and Claude E Shannon who is best known as "the father ofblackjack, and Claude E. Shannon, who is best known as the father of 
information theory." 

• The system was a concealed cigarette-pack sized analog computer 
designed to predict roulette wheels. A data-taker would use 
microswitches hidden in his shoes to indicate the speed of the 
roulette wheel, and the computer would indicate an octant to bet on p
by sending musical tones via radio to a miniature speaker hidden in a 
collaborators ear canal. 



The legend of wearable computersg p

• The system was successfully tested in Las Vegas in June 1961, but y y g ,
hardware issues with the speaker wires prevented them from 
using it beyond their test runs. 

• Their wearable was kept secret until it was first mentioned in• Their wearable was kept secret until it was first mentioned in 
Thorp's book Beat the Dealer (revised ed.) in 1966 and later 
published in detail in 1969. 

• The 1970s saw rise to similar roulette-prediction wearable 
computers using next-generation technology, in particular a 
group known as Eudaemonic Enterprises that used a CMOS 6502 g p p
microprocessor with 5K RAM to create a shoe-computer with 
inductive radio communications between a data-taker and better 
(Bass 1985).



Application of dielectric elastomersApplication of dielectric elastomers

S B f th i t ll SRI’ di l t i l t• Sensors. Because of their nature, all SRI’s dielectric elastomer 
devices exhibit a change in capacitance when they are bent or 
stretched. Thus, it is possible to make a sensor that is compliant 
and operates at low voltage. 

• A research group came close to getting an automaker to adopt 
the technology as a sensor for measuring the tension of a seatthe technology as a sensor for measuring the tension of a seat 
belt. 

• Such sensors could similarly be incorporated in fabrics and other 
t i l fib t i ti hmaterials as fibers, strips or coatings, he says. 


